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Abstract: Morphological analysis is essential for natural language processes like
generation of Treebanks, training of parsing models and parsing. Rule based approach
is applicable to the languages which have well defined set of rules to accommodate
most of the words with inflectional and derivational morphology. Rule based
morphological analysis is very difficult and cannot accommodate all combinations
through the rules due to inflections and exceptions especially in languages like
Punjabi. Statistical methods are very important which in turn need large volume of
electronic corpus and automated tools which are not available in Punjabi. Lexicon
based morphological analyzer has been developed for Punjabi. This can be further
improved by adding new words with their grammatical information.

Introduction
Natural Language Processing (NLP) is a set of computational techniques for
analyzing and representing text in Natural Language (NL) with linguistic analysis for
achieving human-like language processing for a range of tasks or applications. It
deals with interactions between computer and human (natural) languages.
Computational linguistics (CL) is an interdisciplinary field dealing with statistical
and/or rule based modeling of NL from a computational perspective .Major components
driven by these broad areas are syntax, semantics and pragmatics. NLP applications
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like Grammar Checker and Language Analyzer need a parser with an optional parsing
model. Parsing is the process of analyzing the text automatically by assigning
syntactic structure according to the grammar of NL. A parser is a computational
system which processes input sentences and builds one or more constituent
structures called parses or parse trees. For a simple parsing task considering
languages with a limited vocabulary, parsers using rule based techniques are usually
sufficient. For applications requiring a large vocabulary parsers based on more
sophisticated parsing models are needed, for example models which use probability
distributions over parses to accomplish the disambiguation task in ambiguous
sentences. Adequate parsing models can be created by adding structural components
in statistical methods which satisfy the constraints needed for the parsing process.
In order to build a parsing model, large volume of Treebank is needed. Treebank is a
corpus with linguistic annotation beyond word level. Part of Speech (POS) tagging
and phrasing are essential for the development of Treebank. POS tags are generated
through morphological analysis. POS tagging is used to assign or select correct
POS tag to a word before syntactic analysis. Phrasing is the process of applying
morpho-syntactic relations among words in the formation of constituents which in
turn build parse trees. Collection of phrase structured sentences together constitutes
a Treebank. Morphological analysis is the process of segmenting a given word into a
sequence of morphemes. It is closely related to POS tagging but word segmentation
is required for natural languages because morpheme boundaries are not indicated.
Inflectional morphology gives different forms added to a root word whereas derivational
morphology derives new words by inclusion of affixes. Lexical and surface levels of
words are studied through morphological analysis. Based on that, POS tags are
suggested to words in a sentence.

Overview of Morphological Analyzer
Morphological Analyzer is a device which gives analysis of a given word.
A ‘word’ here refers to a string of characters separated by a space. This
process can be described as similar to the understanding process that
takes place in the human mind. A Morphological Analyzer, MA, is a program
or algorithm which determines the morpheme(s) 1 of a given inflected or
derived word form including the analysis of the bound morphemes in it’s
grammatical form. For the MA to function, a stemmer should be priory present
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in the system. Hence, wherever required, we would also be talking about
the stemmer throughout the document. Stemmers are used to find the root
of the inflected or derived word form. MA uses the information of the stemmer
and keeps track of the bound morpheme(s) present in the original inflected
or derived word and in addition to this provides grammatical information. MA
is generally used for information retrieval and other Natural Language
Processing Applications like the Parts-Of-Speech (POS) Tagging, Machine
Translation etc. MA have been designed and implemented for several
languages of the world. Complexities in design and development, however,
prevail for inflectionally and derivationally rich languages like Nepali. The
stemmer and consequently the MA being developed for Nepali currently
does not handle compound words formed as a result of the concatenation
of individual words. Morphological analyzer and morphological generator
are two essential and basic tools for building any language processing
application for a natural language. Morphological analysis means to study
the internal structure of the words of a language. A Morphological analyzer
gives the morph analysis of a word i.e. for a given word a morphological
analyzer will return its root word and word class along with other grammatical
information depending upon its word class. Like for nouns it will provide
gender, number, and case information and for verbs it will provide tense,
phase etc. in addition to this. Morphological generator does exactly the
reverse of it, i.e. given a root word and grammatical information it will generate
the word form of that root word.

Punjabi World Classes and Inflection
Inflection is usually a suffix, which expresses grammatical relationships
such as number, person, tense etc. Punjabi words may be inflected or
uninflected. The word classes of Punjabi are as follow:
Noun: - Nouns have assigned gender, either masculine or feminine, though
some nouns may be used in both genders. These inflect for number and
case, grammatical categories. There are two numbers, singular and plural.
There are six cases.
Pronoun:-Pronouns inflect for number and case, except the genitive case
forms of all the pronouns, which show inflection for gender also in addition
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to number and case. Except first and second person personal pronouns, all
the other pronouns are in third person and may function as adjectives in
sentences.
Adjective:-An adjective modifies a noun or pronoun i.e. highlights some of
the properties of a noun or pronoun. In Punjabi, adjectives usually precede
the nouns but follow the pronouns.
Cardinal:-Cardinals can equally be used for both the genders and change
forms for case – direct and oblique. Except ‘one’, which is in singular number,
all the remaining cardinals are in plural number.
Ordinal:-The ordinals inflect for gender – masculine and feminine, and
case – direct and oblique. All the ordinals are used in singular number,
generally.
Main verb:-Verbs inflect for gender (masculine and feminine), number
(singular and plural), person (first, second, and third), phase (perfect and
non-perfect), and tense (future). Inflectional root for verbs have assigned
transitivity (transitive and intransitive) and causality (none, simple, and
double). Transitive verbs are those that require an object in a sentence unlike
Auxiliary verb:-Auxiliary verb roots are for two tenses – present and past.
hai (for present tense) and
sī (for past tense) inflect for number –
singular and plural, and person – first, second, and third. These forms can
equally be used for both the genders.
Adverb:-Word acting as a modifier for verb in a Punjabi sentence is termed
as adverb. Adverbs can indicate manner, time, place, cause etc. Unlike
adjectives, adverbs can virtually be used at any place in Punjabi sentence.
The adverbs have been classified into two categories, inflected and
uninflected.
Postposition:-Postpositions are similar to prepositions in English. These
link noun, pronoun, and phrases to other parts of the sentence. Some In
Punjabi, postpositions follow the noun or pronoun unlike English, where these
precede the noun or pronoun, and thus termed prepositions.
Conjunction:-The words of this word class are used to combine more
than one clause in a sentence to form complex or compound sentences.
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These words are uninflected and are categorized based on the type – coordinate and subordinate.
Interjection:-The words of this word class are uninflected. It is never a part
of the sentence, so no agreement checking in terms of any grammatical
category is required.
Particle:-All the words of this word class are uninflected. These have been
classified based on their type like honorific, negative and emphatic. There
are few particles which do not fall into any of the above three categories, so
these can be grouped into one type – undecided.
Vocative particle:-Vocative particles are inflected for gender – masculine
and feminine, and number – singular and plural,.
Verb-part:-The words of this word class are uninflected. It differs from other
similar word classes in the sense that the words of this word class can only
be used as a part of a verb phrase in a sentence.

Existing System
The existing approach followed for morphological analysis using fullform lexicon is just database look up. Each and every unmarked token in
the input text is searched for in the full-form lexicon. If found in the lexicon
then root and POS tag is assigned to that token. If not found then the token
is looked in the similar words database as a wrong word. If it is found there
then its correct form is taken to look for in full-form lexicon. If a word is not
found in both full-form lexicon and similar words database, then it is marked
as unknown.

Drawbacks of Existing System
The existing lexicon lacks the no of words and because of this a no of
words comes out as unknown words. Even many common words like name
of the city (.K>,.K9>2@) and villages is not present in the lexicon. Also the
similar word database needs to be modified and the logic for checking the
similar words needs to be improved. For example if we search for a word
the existing morphological analyzer will give the complete description
of this word with appropriate tag but if someone enters the word
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that is he miss the tippi then the existing morphological analyzer will give it
as unknown word instead of searching for a similar word

. Also the

existing system uses two different databases one containing the words and
the other containing the similar words and it does not check the unknown
word for similar word in the first database.

Proposed Method of Improvement
There is need of improvement at two major points. First the lexicon
needs to be improved. This can be improved by adding more words. But as
there is no limit of the words so we can add as many words as possible.
Secondly we can implement some logic to find the similar words that have
a difference of tippi , adak and bibdi. This is very challenging work as to add
the word in the database first of all we will need to know the words that are
not present in the database. For this we will use the following steps:Collection of corpus:- More the corpus available more will be the
improvement. Another thing that should be kept in mind is that the corpus
should be accurate and it should be from different domains. So we can start
our work with the collection of accurate corpus. While collecting the corpus
we kept the following points in our mind:The corpus should be in Unicode.
The corpus should be accurate i.e. it should have minimum no of spelling
mistake.
The corpus should not be domain specific.
The corpus should contain as many different words as possible.
The corpus should contain maximum no of unknown words.
The main sources of our corpus are: http://punjabikhabar.blogspot.com
 http://www.quamiekta.com
 http://www.europediawaz.com
 http://www.charhdikala.com
 http://punjabitribuneonline.com
 http://www.sadachannel.com
 www.veerpunjab.com
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 www.punjabinfoline.com
Annotation of the corpus: Annotation of the corpus means giving a tag to
the every individual word. The next step that we will perform after the collection
of corpus will be annotation of the corpus. We will annotate the corpus by
using a tool named TAGGER. This tool is developed by us. This tool has
been developed from a pre existing Rule based POS Tagger. We made
some alteration in that pre existing tool and used it for the annotation of our
corpus. After passing the corpus from this toll we will get the list of Unknown
words that are not present in the existing database (Lexicon).
Extracting the unknown words from the annotated corpus:- From the
annotated corpus developed in the above step we will extract the unknown
words. This can be done by just using a search module developed in c#
language. This module will scan the whole annotated corpus and will
separate the unknown words and will write them on a separate file.

Analysis of Unknown Words
The unknown words extracted in above stem will be analyzed and will
be divided in to the following categories:
Words with spelling mistake
Words from other languages
Words with spelling mistakes will be further analyzed for those having
spelling mistake due to tippi, adak and bindi. These words will be used for
testing of our logic to find similar words having mistake due to tippi, adak
and bindi.The words from other languages and the words that are not present
in the database will be added to the database with their basic information
that is their root word and Tag.

Adding the New Words to Database
The new words extracted and identified in above steps will be added
to database. The database will be created in xml language and the
programming will be done in c#.net.
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